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HERO  EHUUA…MOVES…THE…EARTH…ENLARGES…ORBIT 
 

n explanation is needed right from the top… for the word “Hero” here is taken from the 14 Lost 
Books of Enki. The other name for “Hero” is “Hercules”. This can come as “Herakles”, Herculis” 
and “Herculobis”. There is a particular ‘stance’ which indicates a Hero styled Hercules and that 

stance can be seen in many illustrations,  statues and glyphs, the first of which that comes to my mind 
is Sagitta in the vignette shown here. Not to be confused with Hero the inventor, or Perseus the ‘hero’ 
 

.THE SIXTH CLAY TABLET OF ENKI 
“Let the pure gold in the chariots directly from Earth to Nibiru be carried 
Directly to Earth from Nibiru let heroes and supplies be coming! 
To the hero Utu, of Enlil the grandson, its command was given                                     (ENLIL the YHWH) 
An Eagle's helmet for him was fashioned, with Eagle's wings was he decorated 
Before departing; Anu the heroes and heroines assembled. 
With fifty heroes an expedition to the Abzu* he led, with weapons were they armed 
So to Enlil Ninurta said. With the Earthlings in the Edin, the heroes are becalmed” 

*Abzu is Africa… from Tablet three: 
Where the landmass the shape of a heart was given, in the lower part thereof, 
Golden veins from Earth's innards were abundant! 
… of Gold the Birthplace, Ea/Enki to the region the name Abzu gave. 
The Being that we need, it already exists! 
Thus did Enki to them a secret of the Abzu reveal. 
With astonishment did the other leaders Enki's words hear; by the words they were fascinated. 
Creatures in the Abzu there are, Enki was saying, that walk erect on two legs,1 
Their forelegs they use as arms, with hands they are provided. 
Among the animals of the steppe they live. They know not dressing in garments,  
They eat plants with their mouths, they drink water from lake and ditch. 
Shaggy with hair is their whole body, their head hair is like a lion's; 

From the Third Clay Tablet: 

Fifty heroes will for the mission be required to journey to Earth  
Bearing Eagle's helmets, carrying each a Fish's suit, the heroes the chariot one by one entered. 
Anzu to heroes’ commands uttered, their Fishes' suits to put on he ordered. 
A hatch of the chariot was then opened, into the marshes the heroes descended 

.THUS THE “HEROES” ARE THE OANNES. 

APPLE BRANCH WAS LYRA/HERCULES;  RAMUS  POMIFER  -  IS HERCULES KEYSTONE - OGMIOS IS THE CELTIC HERCULES 
HERCULES area QUADRANS MURALIS. THE BUTTERFLY. EPSILON. ZETA. PI. KEYSTONE, HOLDING THE POMIFER BRANCH 
HERCULES HELD 3 HEADED CERBERUS. THE CLUB. KNEELING WARRIOR. HERO - IN SCORPIO.  ZETA RETICULI 4  HERCULIS –                                                    

 
 

  
SAGITTA as HERO-HERCULES                                                                                                                              See the forum SIX DAYS 
1that walk erect on two legs: proving from the mouth of Enki/Ea and Enlil-YHWH they came AFTER the Creator God Eloim had 
created Mother Nature on the Earth and all that is in Genesis 1. The gods of Orion only appeared in Genesis 2 for terra-forming. 

A 
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On the right is supposed to be Enki 
or Enlil, but judging by the stance, it 

must be a Hero, with Erid.anus the 
river constellation, (travelling from 

the fishes of Pisces to the foot of 
Orion) and Vulture/Lyra/Vega which 

is situated right there next  
to Hercules constellation! Lyra was 

once Tortoise constellation  

I mention that Lyra was once Tortoise (not turtle) constellation because the vignettes in the Lost Book show Lyra/Tortoise having a major role in events 

  
 

 

On the left are all 
astronomical figures with 
Auriga (Mule & Panniers) 
with victim kid in arms, 
(unable to see the next 
one), Hero and the 
seated queen Cassiopeia  
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hen there is a second explanation needed for the word EHUUA. This is a rune. Not to be 
confused with Eihwaz (Yewiz). It is Ehwa(z) that became the “E” in our modern alphabet 

Beginning with the “E”… The rune as it appears in the skies as an “M” needs to be turned 

sideways ∑ … this is where I disagree with Allan Webber regarding the sky rune for Cassiopeia, 

which to me is either a “W” or an “M” and Allan has Cassiopeia as Ansuz, which is “A”. 

His explanations given here, are good however, and do come from Nostradamus. 
But Ehwa appears as an “M” in the runes, formerly representing a galloping horse – or “progress” 

and this side of Anno domini it slid sideways to become an “E”. 
 

“Ehwaz is the rune associated with twin gods, heroes or horses. Sleipnir is the name of the horse and represents 

fertility and partnership. Sleipnir was an eight legged grey horse that could cross land and sea. It typified the wind 

which blows from the eight cardinal points of the compass. In the legend of Perseus, the winged horse Pegasus is 

born out of the blood of Medusa spilled at the time she was beheaded. Pegasus was born at the time of Perseus' 

battle against Neptune who also created a horse, Arion. This horse possessed human feet for its right legs; it spoke 

with a human voice and ran with incredible swiftness. Arion became the horse of the hero Hercules.     Here then 

are the twin horses and twin heroes; Perseus and Hercules, Arion and Pegasus. The combined properties of these 

horses are then found in Sleipnir.”                                                           From the Runic Skies by Allan Webber 

“Ansuz is the rune of inspired speech, the passing of knowledge in an orally based society. It is the rune of the 

poet and the seer. These references suggest that Ansuz is Hermes,[Thoth] the messenger of speech, and therefore 

represents the planet Mercury which is also known by the name Hermes. It is quite likely some or all runes have 

planetary significance as well as representing fixed stars. Cassiopeia’s claim to fame was from her words through 

boasting of her own and Andromeda's inherited beauty. Such speech seems hardly inspiring or poetic but more 

provocative. Despite this I chose Ansuz for Cassiopeia because after all my other selections Ansuz remained 

unplaced and yet it fitted elegantly to the gap in the sky left by the other runic figures.”   

Allan clearly states his reasons for choosing  “A” for Cassiopeia. For the purposes of deciphering the anagrams the “A” will 
be left this way. Allan had received instruction from Nostradamus as did I. The instructions for the collator (me) were mostly 
aimed at repairing the errors I had made – and were ten pages longer than Allan’s! 

 
 

 

 

It is easy to see how confusing things can 
become when runes come into the equation.  

Left: This is Cassiopeia with her five 
stars as we see her and she can 
appear ‘upside down’ giving us then 

an “M” shape too.  

But that (M) is Hercules!  (Above) 

The “W” in our modern alphabet 

derives from the “wunjo” rune, which 
looks nothing like a ‘W’! 

In appearance it is a giant “P” - at right 
 

NOTE REGARDING THE WEBSITE. RECENTLY I HAVE FOUND I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO ACCESS THE WEB SITE DUE TO IT BEING BUSY.  THEREFORE A SECOND WEBSITE IS UP 

T 
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 This is modern Ansuz.     
 In the Vinca runes on the left 
it can be seen in two places, 
the second at the top row and 
the fourth in the second row; 
neither of which is a modern 
“A” – but are merely  the 
progenitors for modern day 
runes, much later (millennia) 
one of which becoming our  
“A”.  
 
 
See 1 38 2 below on pg 6:  

VINCA  U. L. REASSURE 
Left top: (VINCA Celt runes) now 
look at the “L” here and it is 
ANSUZ & look at the “U” here 
and it has become  EHUUA 
I have just spent pages 
explaining each one of these 
runes, and just as the line says, 
the Vinca runes “REASSURE” 

Algiz = Auriga ~ became:  “Y” 
Ansuz = Cassiopeia  ~ “A” 
Bercana = Ursa Major west ~ “B” 
Dagaz = our Moon ~“D” 
Ehwa = Herculis/Sagitta ~ “E” (as in WET) 

Eiwaz/Yewiz = Ophiucus ~ CC (A Webber) 
Fehu = Pegasus ~ “F” 
Gebo = BoÖtes & Virgo ~ “X” 
Hagaliz = Taurus ~ ”H” 
INGuz = Triangulum ~ “Ng” 

Isa = the Polestar ~ “I” and “J” 

Jera = Gemini ~ “G” 
Kenaz = Cancer/Kancer ~ “K” 

Laguz = Cetus ~ “L” 
Mannaz = Orion ~ “M” (I/Me) 

Nauthiz = Erid.anus ~ “N” 
Othilla =  Andromeda (V too) ~ “O” 
Perthro = Perseus – Algol  ~ “P” 

Raidho = Draco ~ “R” 
Sowelu = Ursa Major east ~ “S” 
Tihwaz = Ursa Major central  ~ “T” 

Thurisaz = Cepheus ~ “Th” 
Uruz = Aries – Pavo ~  “U” 
Wunjo = Cygnus-Lyra ~ became: “UU” W  

 

aleximreh.wordpress.com/.../similarity-between-vinca-hungarian-runi. 

  
LEFT Relics with ROVÁS script of Zsófia Torma found by 
Hungarian archaeologist Zsófia Torma  By her excavation near 
Tordos (Turdas) she has found some 11,000 artifacts about 7,000 
years old several of them wearing ROVÁS signs.  
 

RIGHT The symbols on the Tatárlaka (Tartaria) Disc, discovered 
in 1961, 7500-8200 years old. In Vinca, a settlement in the vicinity 
of Beograd, Serbia, and in the surroundings plenty of objects from 
the Neolithic were revealed as well, from 1905.  
 
 
 
 

  

 

PARALLEL MAGNETIC ATTRACTION 

Non profit organization 

APOLOGY 
Those of you who have been regular 

readers will be frequently annoyed to see 
quatreins which appear to be 

duplications out of previous forums.  
I knowI get quite annoyed when an 

author repeats a point. 
This has been done intentionally for two 

reasons; usually it is an update of the 
former quatrein and often a reader is a 
first time visitor and has not seen that 

line before. This is apart from the 
obvious fact of each genre being treated 

in its own forum separately. 
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A Mantis/Mantid of Cassiopeia wearing his 

human head  helmet: before Enki 
Two Anu in their “fish 
suits” ~ the Oannes 

The Mantis is obviously NOT in 
charge in this scene 

 

  
A different view of an Anu and an Oannes with Haoma Perseus the Hero with Utu the Hero? 

If you are wondering why the emphasis seems to rest on constellations here and in other forums from Nostradamus, it is 
because the Lost Book of Cesar de Nostredame is one hundred percent ciphered using constellations from the Alchemye List. 
Without knowing the obsolete constellations, no decoding can be done. 
This also applies to ancient Greek glyphs and almost any art depicting animals from those times.  
Gobekli Tepi is not exempt either; and other ancient archaeological sites, long before the times of Nostradamus. 

 

“But Hercules had help with this particular labour. As the crab (Ursa Major) kept 
nipping at his ankles Hercules called to his boyhood friend Iolaus for help. He 
was also Hercules’ nephew and the most important of his many male friends.  
The two had been travelling companions on many journeys. It was actually 
Iolaus who came up with the idea of burning the hydra’s neck stumps to stop 
new heads from growing, and he dashed around with a burning brand at the 
ready every time Hercules sliced another head off”. 
WAS HE USING THE STRANGE “HEATING TOOL” THE “SLAYER RAY”? 

 

   

SLAYER RAY 

Some say this is Kain & Abel 
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1 38  2 Response vaine au vaincu l'on asseure: 
LUCIAN LOANS VIA CONSENSUAL RUSE   
LARCENEOUS~INSUREES    LUCINA  
PEERS,  ASSURE NO  Varian(ce) 
ONCE PRESSURE PERSON, (collator) 
ASSURE ONCE (after) ARSENOUS ON clue   
VINCULA (VINCA Celt runes) U. L. REASSURE  

An empty answer is assured the defeated 
LUCIAN means Wells Fargo Home Loans LUCINA = mortgage fraud  
mortgage fraud links - District Attorney's Office - Jefferson ... 
28 Mar 2009 ... Loan officer Lucina Loma et alia were indicted in Sept 2005…   
ARSENOUS a pun on’ ARSONOUS’ (solar flares) and ARSENATE 
which is what the ON (Oannes) do with gold to make their atmosphere 
bio dome. PEERS through the looking glass: Nostradamus 

1 38 2     vin·cu·lum  n. pl. vin·cu·lums or vin·cu·la   

1. Mathematics : A bar drawn over two or more algebraic terms to indicate that they are to be treated as a single term. 

2. Anatomy        A ligament that limits the movement of an organ or part. 
3. A bond, connection or tie. 

VINCA RUNE ‘U’ is Mistletoe Day December 23. L: is Celt Rowan = January 21 – February 17, so these two dates are tied in somehow 
But “U” also means “Uranite” (of the heavens) and “L” can also mean the Tau Cetians (coming to help). 
Finally “U” is the sky rune for Pavo and Pavo does appear many times in the vignettes of the Lost Book of Cesar de Nostredame 

1 38 
Le sol & l'aigle an victuer paroistront 
Response vaine au vaincu l'on asseure: 
Par cor ne cris harnois n'arresteront, 
Vindicte paix par mors si acheve l'heure. 

 
The Sun and the Eagle (Anu) will appear to the victor. 
An empty answer assured to the defeated 
Neither bugle nor shouts will stop the soldiers 
Liberty and peace achieved however by timely death 

The Eagle can mean many things, including the Anu who wear the Eagle helmet. The Anu are at the sun right now (2012) 

1 39 
De nuict dans lict le suspresme estrangle,        see 8 85 below 
Par trop avoir sejourné, blond esleu: 
Par trois l'empire subrog exanche, 
A mort mettra carte, et pacquet ne leu 
 

 
At night the ultimate one will strangle in bed 
Staying too long with the fair elect                          (Tall Blonds?) 
By the Empire triad shape shifters enslaved  (humans on Earth) 
The map (Earth) placed finally, not by the Plejarens 

Suspresme – greatest one or the last (final-ultimate)  one, but the word ‘last’ is dernier  or ‘durer’ 
Sejourné – to stay, spend time with – to lie (with)                Esleu : the elect 
Mettre: to put, to place, to lay    Carte: the map                 Moving the Earth away 
Pacquet  = paquet = parcel, pile = Pile = Pleiadians   Ne leu(r) = not them (but by the « Hero » Ehuua on directions of the Anu) 

 
 
  8 85 
Entre Bayonne & à Saint Jean de Lux 
Sera posé de Mars la promottoire                           (March?)     
Aux Hanix d'Aquilon Nanar hostera lux  
Puis suffocqué au lict sans adjutoire  

Between  (enter into)  Bayonne and St. Jean de Luz 
The promontory of Mars will be positioned …            a lance/laser?** 
To the Hanix of the North, N.an.ar will restrict the light 
N.AN.AR IS A KEY WORD FOR THE CURRENT ANUN.NAKI KING 

then suffocate in bed without assistance        (by lack of oxygen) 

Bayonne Latitude     43.492949 

Bayonne Longitude   -1.47484099E 

St. Jean de Luz latitude North:  43° 23' 25'' and 01° 39'     or  

**about 12 MILES APART is the pathway of the “LANCE” or DART from the sky 
TELLING US THAT THIS DART FROM THE SKY OCCURS AT NIGHT TIME, 8 85  

AND SUFFOCATION AS IN POMPEII? 

Name 
Elevation Location 

 
meters feet Coordinates  

Chaîne des Puys  1464 4803 45.775°N 2.97°E   

Cantal stratovolcano 1855 6086 45.059°N 2.761°E   stratovolcano 

"Here be dragons" denotes dangerous or unexplored territories, in imitation of the medieval practice of 
putting sea serpents and other mythological (?) creatures in uncharted areas of maps. 

http://www.co.jefferson.co.us/da/da_T99_R140.htm
http://www.co.jefferson.co.us/da/da_T99_R140.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_coordinates
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cha%C3%AEne_des_Puys
http://toolserver.org/~geohack/geohack.php?pagename=List_of_volcanoes_in_France&params=45.775_N_2.97_E_type:mountain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantal
http://toolserver.org/~geohack/geohack.php?pagename=List_of_volcanoes_in_France&params=45.059_N_2.761_E_type:mountain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_serpent
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1 38 previous page. See the forums CUBE CROP CIRCLES…UFO…AND ANOMOLIES NEAR THE SUN … throughout August 2012 and at 

wingsoflyra.blogspot.com/2012/08/ufo-and-anomalies-near-sun...also the forum ROMAN CANDLES 
 

3 6  3 Chevaux, bœufs, hommes, l'onde mur touchera 
EHUUA,  UUATCHER: REACH  OUT - COURT’S  MODEL UUAX   

HERA REACH MOSLEM  TOUCH,  FUSE  EAR (Virgo) 

CARTOUCHE  BOX  HEUCHERA to muted rouu 
CHAUCER (story teller) METE OUT WORD ~ TUMOUR   

COURT’S  MODEL : the theatre of orbits - grows 

Horses, cattle, men, the wave will touch the wall (the Great Wall?) 
Horses date is Sept. 30 – Oct. 27 Men is in Aquarius Cattle is in Taurus.  
These could be date clues for great tsunamis and flooding 
Hera is the name for an asteroid (any asteroid) Hera is chaos/ice 
CARTOUCHE  BOX (compass/belongs to Argo) asteroid alters 
compass? HEUCHERA – Coral Bells (Golden Oar League craft?) 

 

3 23  4 Chevaux et d'Asnes tu rongeras les os.  ENDS AS ASS END 
AS REGALNESS LARGESSE CHOSE EHUUA [Hercules]  

 UX  ENLARGES  SET  ROUT  UUAX  LONGER   
 OS DATE    

 

UNSEATS  DANES  
TAXED  NEGROS  
TUNES  UNREST                                        (Poles shift) 

The dates range from September 30 to Scorpio to Capricorn 
Asses: is Auriga, third decan of Taurus – another date        

You will gnaw the bones of horses and asses.   ASS = Auriga. DEN  
(Den.ebola) ASS, SEDANS (Cassiopeia the lounging queen)S.E.S. DAN 
(in Scorpio) S.E.S. AN, SS NESS ED DNA - ENDS A.D. where Ness is 
a pteryloid or a reptiloid         EHUUA [Hercules] are particular greys 

AS REGALNESS = royal As the god of Aettir  (Ugly As in other lines 
The ‘gift’ being bestowed is that of moving Earth out of harm’s way 
UX : Joint Uranites (of the heavens) SET ROUT = set our  new orbit 
bones = OS  DATE  can’t  get  any  c learer  than  that .   

horses date = September 30 – October 27OS is  in  Capricorn …   
DANES -  Denmark moves North  
NEGROS (the U.N. ~ the president and Africa) 

LARGESSE n. 1. Liberality in bestowing gifts, especially in a lofty or condescending manner.   UUAX  = grows

3 82  1 Freins, Antibor, villes autour de Nice 
SALUTE  ALIEN  INTRODUCE ORBIT DETOUR UNDER  I (ice) 
BENI  OBTAINS  REDUCTIONS  FAIENCES (vitrification by CME)    
ALLUSIVE ADULTEROUS INSANE BENEFICATION  
VIBRATIONS  RUINED TOUUARDS FINE ALLIES   

Frejús, Antibes, towns around Nice  AND  line 4: continues 
Captured, dead, bound, pillaged without law of war   (sent off in trains 
BENI = Benu/Phoenix. Crane (those from Crane) “spun in Crane” 
The self-created aliens.  Somehow they reduce the solar flares or 
at least the consequences 

Egyptian fa i ence  is a non-clay based ceramic displaying sur face  v i t r i f i cat i on  which creates a bright lustre of various b lue -green  colours 

ADULTEROUS against the populace  BENEFICATION – underground mining – tunnelling  VIBRATIONS  RUIN  those  FINE  ALLIES 
underground (Altai-Shambhala?) …These are the  FINE  ALLIES who had a hand in the amelioration of Tunguska;    Tall Whites 
 

6 2  4 Que plusieurs regnes un  a` cinq feront change  
U.N IEUUS USURIES NOT EVANESCING (disappearing)  
PUSIL TARCHON  UUILES  EQUIP (cause)  
REGRESSIVE CHANGES  CQIN       (2012) 

CHANT VINCA (runes)  F (Pegasus) A (Cassiopeia)     

That several kingdoms one to five will make a change…see 
Presage 5 and 11 in “MOTHER SHIPS” forum page 3 …  but one 

to five means Pluto to Jupiter inclusive 

PUSIL  small  TARCHON founder of the 12 cities of the Etruscan 

Making Tarchon another name for the  Anu 
 

6:2  4  
CQIN 

VINCAS UUILES ~ EQUIP CHANT GENRES  

UUISER  PUSIL TARCHON EVANESCING (disappearing)  
IEUUS  USURIES  NO CHANGE    

 

 
You will notice that this is just the year of the Dragon. 

Chant = these verses. VINCAS are the early Vinca rune 

ciphers. EQUIP = create different GENRES 

 
INTERESTING that the three lines 5 92 2, 6 2 1, 6 2 4 and the following happen to relate to each other Presage 5 and 11 speak 
of Earth being moved to an outer orbit, and this also relates to the above.   

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sitchin/libroenki/images/libroenki01.jpg
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7 6 1 & 7 6 3 Naples, Palerme, & toute la Secille, 
Corsique, Salerne & de Sardeigne l'isle, 
MEET PALER (Iphis) LET OUT CELESTIAL~ PLANES 
ENTERED READINGS LINES CIRCLES (orbits) - OS 

EQUALS  SINGLE  LINES (orbits) CLOSER (to the outside edge) 

Naples Palermo Sicily Corsica Salerno Sardinia 
 
MEET PALER (Iphis) OS  (which) let out the orbit    see 6 18 1 here 
Nostradamus used the same directions as anyone travelling into the 

solar system would – from outside inwards, therefore “CLOSER” 
 

6 18  1 Par les phisiques le grand Roy delaisse   
PERSIAS [Iran]  DEAL  IS  DANGER  
RO. DORY [ufo] DELAY SELIUQ [Iran]  
HELPS  DISPLEASE  RUDE  R  LEAGUERS  
DRAGONRY  SHIP  IDEALS  IS  DIALYSE 
LARGE  PALER  IPHIS ENLARGES           (the orbit?) 
IS ANGELS SEQUEL 

The great King deserted by the physicians 
RO. (Andromeda Council)  PERSIAS  [Perseus/Algol]  DEAL IS DANGER  
RUDE  R  (Draco) LEAGUERS  IS  DIALYSE – remove blood 
 

IPHIS - like praying mantis  

Or  IS LARGE ANGELS’ SEQUAL PALER IPHIS ENLARGES  the ORBIT 

"DORY IS PALER IPHIS" (caterpillar) "DIALYZE," [TAKE BLOOD] "IS DANGER" 6:18.1   “PTEROPUS DORY RADON” 4:57.1   

"RADON DANGERS"  7:15.3  "DRAGONRY INFANT DESTRUCTION" 4:60.2  

"REASON ERID.ANUS REVISIT"  4:60.2  "OANNES SIRIUS EVILLEST VENALITIES - GRIEVE"  4:35.1 

"CABINS (UFOS) REASON FEAR NONE SAFE"   8:83.2    OANNES: AMPHIBIANS from Sepdet - Sirius B.   
 

7 7  1 Sur le combat des grans cheveux, legiers  (vague/weightless 
L X   COMBAT ~  BODRUM  CASTLE  RULES   

 

COMBATED Sexual MOB                            (Cassiopeian) 
Resisted changes  uuar       

The Pleiadian Cassiopeian battle above, unseen  
GRAN is always the Pleiades and “hair” is the ‘Queen lounging, tending 
her hair’. These are the hu-brid breeding visitors – with Mantids (Iphis) 
I love it when the hidden alchemye codes coincide with the hidden texts  
L – Tau Cetians X joint gods combat = star wars.      BODRUM is in 
Turkey – I think this means Cappadocia “RULES”: hide underground  
BODRUM/URD MOB = GIANTS 

8 89  4 Mort et traisné entre chevaulx bardez (covered in hair 
ISTAR  TRANSIT  STRAITEN 
TRISTAN  LXX  UALUE  UUAX  STRAITS                  (orbits) 

[Cetus]   EHUUA ARSENITE ENTRENCHES UUHALE            
NITRATE  BRAZED  LUX  BAU,  A 
ARTIST  INTENSE  ENTREATIES   

 (centre of the Earth) 

BA  LAB  LAUU   

 
ISTAR stands for Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition, 
and Reconnaissance. ISTAR means Sirius, but here it may mean 
ISHTAR. If it is Sirius – it is a reference to those of Sirius 
causing problems (STRAITEN – as in dire straits) when they 
arrive with the Anu. Certain channellers have been receiving 
“messages” from SaLuSa and others which are misleading 
according to Nostradamus. 
ARTIST the vignettes of Cesar de Nostredame 

BA (Cancer – Ursa Majorites) LAUU - LAB (hybrid breeders of the Mantids and/or Monsanto type technology) LXX (end of the 70 weeks)  

UUAX  (grows)                The meaning of the name Tristan is 'Tumult'. Tristan was the ideal lover. GROUUS the orbits 
NITRATE  = the atmosphere of a particular Other Worlder/Sirius. BRAZED : bronzed  LUX  the sun.  BAU, Scorpio 3rd decan.  A Dec 22nd 
EHUUA  ARSENITE (atmosphere of the Anu)  ENTRENCHES   places  UUHALE  [Cetus]  this is the “UNACCUSTOMED CETUS” gone north 
 

  
the Assyrian and Babylonian goddess of love and war, identified with the Phoenician Astarte, the Semitic Ashtoreth, and the Sumerian Inanna 
This is interesting, it is meant to be Ishtar – with the wings and the 
body of Mantids features. But most interesting is the Hero’s stance. In 
the background is Nibiru with the square cross and the diagonal cross. 
Ishtar is the goddess of war and fertility (procreation).   

     Ishtar, daughter of Anu.  Note the similarities between the two       
     depictions. She has horns and wings. She is lording over Leo. 
     Here are two owls. Each is a date – May 13 – June 9 and October     
     28th to November 24th. Plus she is a shape shifter (the feet etc.) 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/love
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9 44   
GRIM ARES REGIMES ENSUE  A   

 

GREAT~URSA  (the 7 stars?) STAR~CHANGE  RUNA   
FEAR INTELLIGENCES - COUNSEL EXTERMINATORS 
AS (orbit) see 1 47  TURNED DEGREE - ENFORCED TRUE ROUTE 

IN YEAR EXPERIMENTORS ELECTRON-RAY  OS –  

TUNE SEEING NATURAL ~ FAR Celestial afar 
SINGLE RUNE A  (Cassiopeia)  FREES             

This is the RAYPOZ quatrain – the particle collider exterminates all 
ARES REGIMES: ares is manslaughter         A   or  RUNA  date 
STAR~CHANGE  or CHANGE STARS means the celestial heavens  
RUNA  January 21 – February 17 CAN BE SWAPPED FOR THE  A  
DATE of December 22nd  INTELLIGENCES = OFF WORLDERS 
COUNSEL that they are EXTERMINATORS          OS is in Capricorn 
AS is the  god  of  the  Aettir. TURNED  Earth’s  DEGREE  

CERN is said to be started again  in  “late  in  December 2012”  
“Afar”  is obs. for Aquarius  – the Age of and the zodiac

 

9 44  2 Saturne d'or  en fer se changera 
ASTREA CERES (Sirius) GENEARCH TAG,  ARES                
ARCHES:   GREAT-URSA, TURNED  
STARS~CHANGE RUNA    
SEER FOND HC REES (decoder)  

ENCHARGE sage rat UNDER SEARCH  

NATURE’S ERA CHANGES  EAR   

Saturn will move from gold  (Leo)  to iron (Scorpio) 
ASTREA:  means ‘star’, so ‘star’ CERES becomes Sirius. 
Nostradamus put it this way because there is an asteroid named 
Ceres, and in this case it is all about Sirius. TAG: implants which is 
described as ‘cedula’ in 4 73 3  ARES: manslaughter. Ares also 
means Leo, so this could be a pun, because those from Leo are 
involved in the False Rapture too. RUNA  January 21 – February 17 

 

9 44 2   ARCHES: always means the heavens  GREAT-URSA, TURNED: has anyone noticed the last few weeks (January February, March 

2012) that on occasions the Milky Way has been running south to north? This leaves the Southern Cross pointing west causing the URSA 
MAJOR constellations to be TURNED. This is the Earth ‘wobbling’ Sage rat = Sagittarius rat… (which I am) UNDER in Australia.  

ERA CHANGES in EAR  -  ear of corn which is held in the arm of VIRGO.  
There is no Virgo in the zodiac wheel of the Lost Book of Cesar de Nostredame. 
TAG: implants which is described as ‘cedula’ in 4 73 3 ARES: manslaughter. CEDULA and TAG  implants would be the ‘mark of the beast’ 
 

9 44 3 – this is the ‘RAYPOZ’ quatrain 
REVELATION  ONCE  (after)   
YEAR OSCULATES  

 

after one year becomes (joins) another  2012 - 2013 

 

1  47 
Du lac Leman les sermons fascheront, 
Les Jours seront reduicts par les sepmaines: 
Puis mois, puis an, puis tous defailliront, 
Les magistrats damneront leurs loix vaines. 

 
The speeches of Lake Leman will become angered, 
the days will drag out into weeks, 
then months, then years, then all will fail. 
The authorities will condemn their useless powers 

Although the English says ‘years’ plural, the French does not. Cheetham & Allan Webber – have it as ‘an’ – in the hidden texts ‘An’ means the Anu. 

1 47 1 Du lac Leman les sermons fascheront 
CALL  LESSER  NAME  DUAL THRONE  
ON, ASS FRAMES  ARCHES: UNTOLD  
ASTRONOMERS head ACHE 
CHRONOMETERS A            (Calendars and timepieces) 
ANCHORET   CHAFES  UNCOLLATED  FRENCH  

RAN MESO-THORACES (and) 
HERONS,  ADULT CAMEL [bull]  LESSEN  MALENESS  

ANu, ELM (3 dates. Sept 2 – 29. January 12 – January 24. July 15- 25 
Ursa Minor = lesser name  DUAL THRONE = polestar moved and a 
pun THRONE  is in Libra/October.  

ON is Oannes ASS is Auriga. FRAMES ARCHES: fills the heavens 

HERONS, (the self-replicating greys from Crane) and  

ADULT CAMEL [bull]  means those from Aldebaren (“sexual rogues”) & 

RAN MESO-THORACES these would be the Ran god’s “thick chested” 

1 47  2 Les Jours seront reduicts par les sepmaines: 
1.PARTICLES SERJOUS ~ NORSE LINES MAP 
1.INTRODUCE LESSER DESTRUCTION PARTS  
2.SCEPTRAL (spectra l?) RESAMPLES TURNED  
3.U.N TRIED - UNRESTORED JOUERS  
4.TINCTURED P AIM MILANESE MAP    

IoursLeman = USE NORMAL “I” (instead of “J”) NUMERALS  IO moon  
ON AIMS NUMERAL IS O-RULE.  LEO RUNS AIM. LAME RUIN OS 
[Earth] LIES A, MOURN IS ORAL MENU (no electricity) RULE IN MA 
OS AM: LEO RUINS IN RAMULOSE. OUR AM/MA LINES. SUMO 
LINEAR. RIO LAME SUN (ice) ANUS (Anoos) RIO ELM. AN MULES 

ram·u·lose (adj. Having numerous small branches. In this case would that be DNA? DNA RUIN  can happen because of radiation 
1. SERIOUS PARTICLES is a reference to the particle collider or the sun’s particles. NORSE  is an asteroid (any asteroid) 
2. SCEPTRE: is cipher for several things. Jupiter, Neptune (trident) and Sceptrum near Lepus constellation (under Orion) 
3. U.N tried to restore the treaties with the Other Worlders. JOVERS means users of a contract (Jove is god of contracts) 
4. TINCTURED means a bluish or greenish coloured.  P means Peleus (Anu) so this is Osiris. MILAN is the destination 

By aiming the asteroid the plan is to create lesser destruction from the particles. AURIGA is also a date May 11/21 “O” RULE refers to the 
orbit ON (Oannes) AIMS NUMERALS – this is the mathematical requirements to send Earth to a safer orbit.  This process commences in MA 
which is Libra/October, to be in effect by OS (Capricorn). SUMO LINEAR – lies down, Japan goes under the ocean (as stated in many other 

lines).AN, (Anun.nakim) & MULES (from Auriga) will be in attendance at Rio during the ‘turn’ of Earth as she “lies down” ANu, ELM (3 dates. 

Sept 2 – 29. January 12 – January 24. July 15- 25  RIO ELM. Noting that two separate lines gave the same information regarding the 
timing and who (Oannes [Hero] and Auriga) both of whom are slated for the Second Coming and False Rapture.  
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 1 47  3 Puis mois, puis an, puis tous defailliront, 
STUDIOUS  FILIAL  UTOPIANS  
FAIL TO  SPY FUSED POSITRONIUM   I   
UTOPISM  ASSUMPTION  PUT USED UP     

Then months, then years, then all will fail 
Brotherly UTOPIANS = the Andromedan, Plejarens or Arcturans? 
POSITRONIUM  Positron Rays of the particle colliders 
They had assumed the waste material had been placed safely 

 

1 47  4 Les magistrats damneront leurs loix vaines. 
NOSTRADAME NAMELESS STAR IMAGES 
UNIVERSAL MARXISTS MODEL OS 
IMAGES  START  ADORNMENT  

 

LESS  IMAGES in ORNAMENT               [Ornament D] 
ISTAR ST DAMNS  GAMES  XVI (2016)   

The authorities will condemn their useless powers 
Cesar’s paintings of objects near our sun –  
see forum THE STAR & THE SHIP 
at ADORNMENT  is Andromeda in ORNAMENT is Libra/October 
D is on a Friday          OS is in Capricorn 
The word IMAGE is a key word for “stars” 

 

10 24  4 Sauf coup de feu barril liqueur d'abeille. « Bees » = Ursa 

 

FED COUP RID BELIAL REBURIAL   
AS A'QUIRED ABLE FUEL          LABEL  I  BREUU                      

Except (for) the late (recent) bees barrel blast: this refers to the 
space “station” implosion seen Sept. equinox 2011 when Nostradamus 
says “YOU SAUU ME DIE” 4 31 4 in  “Canis Canare” - quite so 
REBURIAL  (men in black) I  Halloween & Dec 19 
BREUU May 13 – June 9     (May 20? A crop circle said       

It is a really strange thing - but the person who has been handed the job of putting together the hidden texts 
really needed to have an in depth knowledge of horses… 
Many of the clues/ciphers relate to horse oriented things…there are 38 pages of guidance to the collator.  

(There was 28 pages of guidance for Allan Webber who did the computer program to get the words) 
This all in its entirety tells me on a daily basis that we do have someone watching over us… 

Back to what I was doing - line 10 24 4 goes like this: 

ISABELLE EBRILLADE QUADRILLE 10 24 4 
to begin with - how in the world did Allan (his computer) come up with this combination? 
ISABELLE - the Ysabella was the palomino horse named for their COLOUR - golden... by Queen Isabella of Spain  
and the twist is that the very name Isabelle means GODS PROMISE –  
so this one word is saying and reiterating an entire phrase 
: GODS PROMISE OF THE GOLDEN OAR LEAGUE, (in other lines) and GOLDEN HOST DOING (in other lines) 

EBRILLADE - a bridle check, to turn a horse suddenly because it needs "checking" (re-tuning its mind) 
In recent lines (many of them) it seems that the Earth is going to take a TURN which will be a CHECK - 
 the reason for this has also been given: 
The Earth is about to pass into a major solar flare that is extremely definitive -  
between the latitudes of 39 degrees north to 55 degrees north 
 the other word used to describe how definitive is "POE" -  
POE who was so extremely intrigued by spontaneous HUMAN COMBUSTION 

QUADRILLE –  
a dance performed (in Spain) between six couples, also a dancing movement for highly trained horses (in Spain) 
There are two meanings (again) for this one word: 
the Earth will be doing a "dance" - rocking to and fro - four times - before lying down on her side. This pushes us off our current 
orbit changing the length of our year and fulfilling the Maya Long Count calendar at the end of this year. 
(This is what sets off Geelong, Canary Islands, Peru and Bahre in India) 
The word SIX refers to visitors coming from other worlds. In other lines they are “the second coming”.    
The Golden Oar league is one of them (from Argo) in 2 5 
and finally - confirmation (in the AUSTRALIA forum) that Australia will be the pivot point of least CENTRIFUGAL FORCE - making 
SPAIN the DANCER! 

Sauf  - bar (Obs for CANCER AND URSA MAJOR)  - besides  - but - contrary - else  - except - pass - piece - provide - specify - unless  save   safe   excepting               
d'abeille    bee  - sting  BEEHIVE means Ursa Major                                                           barril   barrel (is BREW a date) - drum - keg  Gerry can - cask  
coup  e - battering - bear -  bell - belt blast - bloodless - blow - bolt - chance - chaser -cheap - chill -  chop - clap - clash - corker - coup - crack - cracking –… to set-back 
feu  AFIRE - aflame -  beacon -  blaze -  burn - burning -  cease-fire -  curfew - enemy A DATE OF IN CAPRICORN AND IN CANCER AND IT IS IN CANCER WHICH URSA 

MAJOR SITS – THE “BEEHIVE” (obs)  - fiery -   flame -  flash  - go -   gun  heat  late (died recently) sparkle  burner    flash    
 

10 1 & 2 
MEN OF MY LYNE  (prophets)  TUNES 
ENN~EMM~YY  …   ELL~ENN 
SEEN FIRST PLACES  (orbits) RETAINED (seen)  LIES  (Earth 
MY~PROOF  ENSUES  CALENDARS  SITE                (the stars 

Calendar-I-Date (or Calendry-Date), Calendar-Time A- and  
Calendar-Group   laguz-nauthiz-ehwaz-algiz-algiz    
L = Tau Ceti, N = Erid.anus, N = Nauthiz, the need.  
M = Orion, Y = Auriga Y =  Aquarius   enemmi = Capricorn 

   

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bar
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/besides
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/but
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/contrary
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/else
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/except
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/pass
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/piece
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/provide
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/specify
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/unless
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bee
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/sting
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/barrel
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/drum
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/keg
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abortive
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/battering
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bear
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bell
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/belt
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blast
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bloodless
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blow
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bolt
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/chance
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/chaser
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/cheap
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/chill
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/chop
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/clap
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/clash
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/corker
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/coup
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/crack
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/cracking
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/afire
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aflame
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/beacon
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blaze
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/burn
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/burning
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/cease-fire
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/curfew
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/enemy
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/fiery
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/flame
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/flash
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/go
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/gun
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/heat
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  10  25  4  De la grand dame assise sur l'orchestra of the great lady seated in the theatre (Cassiopeia) 
HECTOR'S RULES  

 

GARLAND - HORSE  CAR  D  (Friday) 
LEAD  EARTH’S  CLOSURE 

HECTOR'S – Heroes’ 

Edda ET is   

GARLAND presented in  September  30 – December 22  
LEAD means Saturn, to lead means in Taurus 
 

10 29  Lines 1 to 4 
PAIRS: MAN (Orion)-CAUSE EACH OLD-POLE ~ C-RUNE 
NEED PRE-EXISTENT- APHORIST                         (wise-words maker)  
ONCE (after) EMM (Hero) COME     (could mean Nostradamus himself) 
SEMANTIC  BEST- ESTIMATES  
ARABS (to) POLAR BEAR,              (Saudi Arabia to the North Pole) 
GRAND-OURSE,  MEN-                    (Ursa Majorites and Erid.anu Men) 
ANTICIPATES  FIT  BRACE               (bracing the Earth for the journey) 
NAMED DANGEROUS BEAR, NET                             (Ursa, Reticulum) 
PRINTS - SHORT EXTRA CIPHERS         (the “LeftOver” Letters Table) 
NAMES  BEAR GROUP  PREDATES  PRESENT    (7 stars in the Bible) 

De Pol MANSOL dans caverne caprine  BE IN CAVE CAPRICORN 
MANSOL = salmon (a date*) LAMSON (air tubes) SOL MAN (Orion) 
PLANS LOOM (the weaver asteroid) PALLS MOON (affects as far as 

Cache et prins extrait hors par la barbe  
Captif mene comme beste mastine 
Par Begourdans amenee pres de Tarbe 
PRE-EXISTENT- APHORIST = Nostradamus 

(Be) in a cave Saint-Paul-de-Mausole (at St Remy) in Capricorn 
Hidden and seized pulled out by the beard:(by the bearded one) 
Led captive as a mastiff (massive or large dog) beast 
By the Bigorre people brought to near Tarbes. 

 

10 29 – *SALMON is also Hazel Nut dates (where Cracker night came from – Nut cracking). It is represented by the Celt rune C (which is also a 
Wednesday…Odin’s day) The dates for Hazel Nut  C:  are September 24 – October 3rd  ~ March 22-31st and August 5 to September 1st  
Begourdans Tarbe = BAD ORANGE BRUTES (the Anu) BURGEONS BAD RATE BOUND [for] GREAT BEARS (Ursa Major) direction 
ARAB BESTRODE GUN ABORTED SUBRANGE (saying that partly accomplished – war becomes aborted) 
ON (Oannes),  BEARS, (Ursa, the cattle mutilators) BUG, (Mantis) TRADE (in men) one of the three Triads?  
DRAGONS BEAR (carry?) TUBE ~ URGE ABSENT BOARDS (urging not to get aboard) ANGER  BOARDS  [by] TUBE [these] TUBES RANGE 
BROAD (a long way) BUT ORANGE BEARDS ANGER, DOUBT BEARS, RESENT BUG (Mantis) ABROAD ABORTS BURNED AGE…ABSORB 
AGE TURNED, ABUSE, ROB GRANTED (admitting that there is still stealing and abusing of men, but the plan to cremate us all is aborted) 
“TURNED AGE” is the new age at a new orbit      BUT ENRAGES BOARD (the Andromeda council) RAGE:  BURDENS BOAT (boat = Earth) 

GATE UNDER ABSORB… is this where the Maya (priesthood) went? AGREE BURNT BAD [in] OS (Capricorn)  ABROGATES (annuls)  BURDERN

 

**about 12 MILES LONG is the pathway of the “LANCE” or DART from the sky TELLING US THAT THIS “LANCE”|DART FROM 
THE SKY OCCURS AT NIGHT TIME or IN THE DARK OF SPACE, 8 85 pg 6 THERE IS ONE QUATRAIN WHICH SPEAKS OF 
“LETTERS IN C.A.N.D.L.E” WHICH BECOMES “LANCED” but recently it came to my attention that NASA has been placing in space long 
12  MILE LONG “TETHERS” ORBITING THE EARTH TO ACT AS A “SHIELD” SOMETHING LIKE LIGHTNING RODS.  
At first glance these do look like “lances. In the picture below the end of one of these is in view with space craft circling around it. 
 

   
   

There is another short forum regarding these craft. The centre photo shows the same shaped craft at the bottom of the 
Baltic Sea. In quatrain 6 54 the codes within codes in line 2 say: FUZE TIES BEGUN (to continue by NASA until 2016 
according to the Project).  

There are three quatrain lines which tell us who it is in these space craft. 3 40 4  “IS LUTES (Lyrans) FLEUU TIES”.  

3 33 1 says RARE LUTE UPON NEE telling us that the Lyrans have been involved in the birth of humans, that is;  
involved in the origins of humanity. See the forum SPACE TETHERS when done . There is a very important reason for 
observing the name “Lute” or as we know it “Lyra”. This is the Vulture in one of the principal Key/Cipher Vignettes. 
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FROM THE EPIC OF GILGAMESH 
“Only Shamash the hero crosses the ocean:  [SEA of constellations] 
Apart from the sun god, who does cross the ocean 
The crossing is perilous, its way full of hazard, 
And midway lie the Waters of Death, blocking the passage forward. 
So, besides, Gilgamesh, once you have crossed the ocean [SEA] 
When you reach the Waters of Death, what then will you do? 
………………………………………………………………….. 
The SEA here refers to that area of the Milky Way in which sits all the nautical 
constellations. The Waters of Death may be referring to the waters which flow   
from Aquarius becoming Erid.anus. 

 

“The death of Enkidu would thus occur at about the time of Cancer — which sign, however, was known to the Sumerians 
not as a crab, but as the Carpenter [SO THIS MEANS THAT CARPENTER IS THE TAIL OF  LEO ~ DENEBOLA]  and in fact, 
Enkidu, as we have seen, is a sort of carpenter, for he is a builder of doorways. [PORTALS] 

Gilgamesh Journeys Through the Zodiac…by John David Ebert 

The digging of wells in Mesopotamian ritual is always associated with opening up portals to the underworld, and so it is 
appropriate that immediately after the lion sequence, he comes to the Mashu (i.e. "twin") mountains of the East, where 
he encounters a scorpion man and his wife guarding the gate. Now, at first glance, we would be tempted to think that 
these figures represent Scorpio, but it is more likely that the scorpion people [MANTIS] represent Libra, since according 
to Robert Graves, one of the two scorpion people later became that constellation.   
(THE GREEKS CALLED THE “ANT PEOPLE” MYRMIDONS – MANTIDS from Ant.ares) 

As Utnapishtim recounts the story of the flood to Gilgamesh, he tells him that Enki warned him that Enlil (the YHWH) 
planned to destroy humanity and that Utnapishtim should build an ark shaped exactly like a cube ("her length and 
breadth shall be the same").  
This is a strange detail until we realize that for the Mesopotamians the constellation of Pisces included the so-called 
Pegasus Square (the Field) between the two fish, and that this square was known as "1 Iku," precisely the dimensions    
of the ark (an iku was a unit of measurement equivalent to 3600 square meters, note that 12 divides into it. Twelve is     
a base number for the Anun.nakim). When the ark lands atop the mountain, the first thing Utnapishtim does is to send 
out three birds to find land:  
A dove, a swallow and a raven; The Dove (Pleiades) sits in Taurus. The Raven/Corvus is at the feet of Leo. 
The swallow, in the “tail” of Pisces - along with the other two birds, is thus associated with inaugurating a new post-
diluvian World Age, just as Pisces, at the very end of the zodiac, is the last 

The last has been placed in Italics – because of the coincidence with the vignette of the two fish, the 
dividing earth and Sagitta (the Hero) 

The fourth and final component of the Mesopotamian constellation of Pisces was the birth goddess Anun.itu 
In the Epic, the god Enki refers to Utnapishtim as the "son of Ubar-Tutu." Turning to a document known as the Sumerian 
King List, we note that Ubar.tutu was the last king who ruled before the coming of the flood. After the flood, kingship 
descends from heaven for a second time, and a new cycle begins of kings who live much shorter lives (approximately 
1000 years on average instead of tens of thousands each). But if we count the number of years from the time of the 
flood until the reign of Gilgamesh, we arrive at the interesting number of 26,554 years, which is just 634 years more than 
the number associated with a complete cycle of the precession of the equinoxes, namely, 25,920 years. (divisible by 12 
Read more by John Ebert at his website cinemadiscourse.com 
 

10  82   3 L'entour parques planter profonds plateaux 
PARQS REPLANT OUR  U.E. PROOF  
FOUR  PLANET UP -  POE OS, ORE  

PLANS USE REPORT OF  A                      [rune]- 
UX EUROPA~EXULTANT 

Parks enters, setting up high tableaux 
‘replant’ the quatrains U.E. = Hero Uranites (greys) 
SOLAR FLARES in Capricorn and Pisces (ore/mineral) 
A    the hybrid breeding program of the Cassiopeians 

URUZ/GEBO  joint gods at Europa 
 

THE DATE OF SEPTEMBER 6
TH

 or  8
TH

  

 

http://www.cinemadiscourse.com/
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This square is the Field of Pegasus –  
also known as Scheat the Seat and Leg the Amputee 
 
You can see this amputated leg all through the Egyptian 
hieroglyphs, as also the Crane (Benu/Beni bird) and many 
other constellations shown as their animal symbol. Not always 
an animal but such things that mean a particular constellation  
This is not the hind leg of the bull, which represents the Pleiades. 

   6 15 
Dessoubs la tombe sera trouve le Prince, 
Qu'aura le pris par dessus Nuremberg: 
L'espaignol Roi en Capricorne mince, 
Feinct et trahy par le grand Vvitemberg. 

Under the tomb will be found the Prince                             (from Sirius) 
(under Giza, via the stage gate) 
Who will be considered above Nuremberg: (more evil than those judged at) 
The thin Spanish King* in Capricorn                        (Tall Blond in Capricorn) 
Deceived and betrayed by the great UUittenberg             (“big true tune”) 

The thin Spanish King* in Capricorn - In other lines it is Ferdinand the Fair.  
This is the quatrain clue to the Tall Whites, coming in Capricorn 
UUittenberg (“big true tune”) the Big true tunes are the quatrains and the hidden texts within them – which expose the Prince 
“It neuter bug” (mantid). “Tree unit bug” (the Celtic tree clues have been the bug-bear for decoders until now) 
“BRUTE GUNITE” – furnaces or just one…the sun…but geniture it begun true (Latin genit ra, reproduction)  

GI’E  BRUTE TUN (day) Erratum…Where TUN says “day” it should say “a year of 360 days”. 

OGMIOS THE RED… IN THE QUATRAINS 

5, 13 
Par grand fureur le Roi Romain Belgique        Require go bi-nomial 
Vexer voudra par phalange barbare: 
Fureur grinsseant, chassera gent Libyque               B (Ursa) IQ Yule 
Despuis Pannons  jusques Hercules la hare      Runs chosen plane                     

 
With great fury the Roman Belgian King 
Will want to vex the barbarian with his phalanx: 
Fury gnashing, he will chase the Libyan people 
Hercules from the Pannonias to Lepus 

Require go bi-nomial – probably means that moving the orbit needs two stages. B (Ursa) IQ Yule OR : IQ YULE B (December 24 – January 20) 

5 51 
La gent de Dace, d'Angleterre, Polonne 
Et de Bosme feront nouvelle ligue. 
Pour passer outre d'Hercules la colonne 
Barcins, Tyrrens dresser cruelle brique. 

 
The people of Dacia, England, Poland 
And of Bohemia will make a new league: 
To pass beyond the pillars of Hercules, 
The Barcelonans and Tuscans will prepare a cruel plot. 

DaceAngleterrePolonne  AN (Anu) OPENED LARGE ELECTRON -  ENDANGER POLE TOLERANCE  
Barcins Tyrrens  RIBS ’N  NETS CARRY: (Earth) TRY CRAB SINNERS. RIBS = Leonines. NETS = Reticulans (Zeta Ret. Herculis) CRAB = Ursa Majorites 
BOSME = BESOM – a witches broom –  indicates Samhain/Halloween, so this is a date 

5 80 
Logmion grande Bisance approchera. 
Chasse sera la barbarique ligne: 
Des deux loix l'une l'estinique lachera, 
Barbare & franche en perpetuelle brigue 

Cheetham 
Great Ogmios will approach Byzantium, 
The barbaric league will be driven out: 
Of the two laws the heathen one will give way  
Barbarian and freeman in perpetual strife  

5080 2. Chasse $era la barbarique ligne  
3. Des deux loix l'vne l'e$tinique lachera  

2. CN2= ASH:  
3. PI2= DERAH:  

2. The barbaric league will be driven out:  
3. Of the two laws the heathen one will give way                                                  Allan Webber 

LogmionBisance LEO, BENI, AS COMBINING ALSO MENACING BOIL COMING  OS, COMBINING OS – ALE. LION BECOMING AS (shape) 
I CAME IN OBLONGS (Tau Cetian)  IN COOLING BEAMS, COOL BEINGS IN AM/MA  -  CINEMA OBLONGS  I. OBLONG  SINE  (Anu) AIM  C.  
Beni/Crane. Os is in Capricorn. Ale is Brew: May 13 – June 9. MA is in Libra. I is Yew Tree day either Halloween or December 19/20  

C IS NUT SEPTEMBER 24 – OCTOBER 3RD  IN LIBRA  ~ MARCH 22-31ST  AND AUGUST 5 TO SEPTEMBER 1ST  C IS ALSO A WEDNESDAY 
 

  6 42 
A lomygon sera laisse le regne, 
Du grand Selin qui plus fera de faict:         LINES : ‘N’  LIES  N-S  LIE   
Par les Italies estendra son enseigne, IT IS  A -ALES IT LIE TIE SAIL 
Regi sera par prudent contrefaict.                           TILES  I A (or A.I.) 

Cheetham 
To Ogmios will be left (tied to) the kingdom [of Selin] 
Of great Selin who will do even more:    (Selin? or Ogmios? do more) 
Throughout Italy will it extend its banner 
It will be ruled by careful forgery/deceit 
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6042 1. A logmyon $era lai$$e le regne  
2. Du grand Selin qui plus fera de faict  
3. Par les Italies e$tendra $on en$eigne  

1. SC3=ALRAI: PI2= RAI:AL:  
2. LO0= DAFERA: PI2= DERAF:  
3. CN0= NEPA: AQ3= SADR: 

1. To Ogmios will be left the realm  
2. Of the great Selin, who will in fact do more:  
3. Throughout Italy will he extend his banner                                             Allan Webber 

A is DECEMBER 22ND ALES IS BREW DATE ~ MAY 13 – JUNE 9 THE MOVING OF EARTH AWAY 

9 72 
Encor seront les saincts temples pollus, 
Et expillez par Senat Tholossain,      Thessalonians to (two) 
Saturne deux trois cicles revollus. 
Dans Avril, Mai, gens de nouveau levain. 

 
Again will the holy temples be polluted, 
And plundered by the Senate of Toulouse: 
Saturn II (second) three orbits completed  (currently 29½ years for one orbit                                       
In April, May, people of new leaven.                                (Other Worlders) 

2 Thessalonians 2   www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2+Thessalonians+2...NIV -  
The Man of Lawlessness - Concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered to him   =  PLUNDERED 

39 1559 May. 
Par le despit nopces, epithalame. 
Par les trois parts Rouges, Razez partis. 
Au jeune noir remis par flamme l'ame PRINCE OF DARK MEN 
Au grand Neptune Ogmius convertis. 

 
Through spite nuptials, wedding song, 
By the triad connection Reds, Shaven ones (greys) divided: 
The soul through fire around the young black prince (of Sirius) 
Ogmios (Hercules) transforms the great Neptune [area] 
  

 

   8 44 
Le procreé naturel dogmion,             DOG (Sirius) MION (young child) 
De sept à neuf du Chemin destorner   HEMIC N, MEN CHI  CHE-NIM 
A roi de longue et ami au mi-hom,                      A.U. astronomical unit 

Doit à Navarre fort de PAU prosterner.                    A  UP   PAU/APU 

The natural offspring of Ogmios                        
 (young child of 10 72? King of fear) 
Assigned destination of orbit seven of (across) nine (seven = Earth) 
King positioned and (our) friend  half man, (half fish) long A.U. afar 

Navarre chore accompany stronghold of A UP in obeisance 

8044 1. Le procree naturel dogmion  
3. A roy de longue et amy aumi hom  

1. LO0= LEON:  
3. AR0=AMROO LO0= ARYO:LEON:  

1. The natural offspring off Ogmios  
3. To the king long friend of the half man                                                   Allan Webber 

In Maya, the word ah puh means "people of the reed"; in ancient Egyptian a word for "papyrus", a type of reed, is Apu. 
We already know that the Celtic date of REED is an extremely important period; that of OCTOBER 28 – NOVEMBER 24  
Within these dates is SCORPIO (Dan) HALLOWEEN HORSE,  SEAL and OWL. A  UP   refers to Cassiopeia upside in a planetoid (3 25)  

Navarre  is a name given to those greys with the Cassiopeian-Mantis-Graal  doing the in vitrum hybrid breeding program       
Chemin…   lane  course  pathway   (orbit)  Destorner   intended  bound to  destined  Longue   long route  Doit  assignment   chore   devoir: must 
Prosterner   prostrate   lying down   bowing low          A means the Cassiopeian nurseries UP in the heavens – Navarre = a particular « metal man » greys                
Au: about - above - abreast - acquaint - across - act - action - ad hoc - admittance - afar - affair - after - against - age - aggregate - ahead - aid - air - alert - all - all-time - 
already - alter - alternate - amid - among - amount - anguish - angular - any - anything - appeal - apply - approach - around - aside - at - attention - average - aware  
à   at (place) abandon - abdicate - abdication - ablaze - able - abnegation - aboard - about - above - abreast - abroad - abruptly - abundance - abundantly - abut - 
academic - accede - accelerate - accent - access - accessible - accession - acclimatization - acclimatize - accommodate - accompany - accord - accordance - accrue - 
accustom - accustomed - achieve - achievement - acknowledge - acquaint - acquiesce - acquire - acquit - across -  act - action du from devoir assignment 
 

  9 33 
Hercules Roi de Romme et d'Annemarc,                  DARK MEN 
De Gaule trois Guion surnomme,                      HERCULIS RODS 
Trembler l'Italie et l'unde de sainct Marc,          Marcabians - Ursa 
Premier sur tous monarque renommé. 

 
Hercules King of Rome and of "Annemark," 
With the surname of the chief of triple Gaul, 
Italy to tremble and the undine (water breather) of St. Mark  
First monarch renowned above all  

GauleGuion italiemarc  U.N  GUAGE OIL - CLIMATE – AIR …  IT A MIRACLE ~ LIT AMERICA RACIAL TIME 

  9  89 
Sept ans sera Philip fortune prospere.        HIP (Leo) LIP,  PHI PIL 

Rabaissera des Arabes l'effaict,   AS BEAR, SABRE ABASER A, 
Puis son midi perplex rebours affaire,            RA BASE ERAS A B 
Jeune ognion abismera son fort. 
 

 
For seven years fortune will favour Philip, 
Of the Arabs bringing about humility : 
Then at noon [the] perplexing contrary affair             of 9 44 
Young Ogmios (Nan.ar?) his corrupt stronghold 

BASE RA  (CME)  ERAS (timing)  A : (Dec 21/22)  B : (Dec 24 – Jan 20) but if ERAS is EARS means ‘ears of corn’ - Spica = in Virgo 

Rabaissera – to belitttle, to humble, to disregard 
Effaict : from effacer – to wipe out…   from effectue : to  bring about – performed – executed – undergo  From effaceur : to delete… from effare : alarm, terrify 
Abis.mera – from abime  - abyss  outer space  chasm  corrupt  ruin - yawning (mouth)  - gaping maw.   From mera – mother or grandmother (Pléiades) 
 

9089 2. Rabai$$era des Arabes l'effaict  
3. Pui$$on mydi perplex rebors affaire  

2. LB2= ASEDA: SG  2= ARA:  
3. AQ0= MON:  

2. He will beat down again the exertions of the Arabs WHERE DOES IT SAY “HE WILL BEAT DOWN” 
3. Then at its noon perplexing contrary affair 

 

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/about
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/above
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abreast
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/acquaint
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/across
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/act
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/action
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/ad%20hoc
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/admittance
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/afar
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/affair
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/after
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/against
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/age
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aggregate
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/ahead
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aid
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/air
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/alert
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/all
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/all-time
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/already
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/alter
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/alternate
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/amid
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/among
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/amount
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/anguish
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/angular
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/any
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/anything
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/appeal
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/apply
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/approach
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/around
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aside
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/at
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/attention
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/average
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aware
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abandon
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abdicate
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abdication
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/ablaze
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/able
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abnegation
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aboard
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/about
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/above
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abreast
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abroad
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abruptly
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abundance
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abundantly
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abut
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/academic
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accede
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accelerate
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accent
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/access
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accessible
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accession
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/acclimatization
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/acclimatize
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accommodate
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accompany
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accord
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accordance
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accrue
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accustom
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/accustomed
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/achieve
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/achievement
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/acknowledge
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/acquiesce
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/acquire
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/acquit
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/across
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/act
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/action
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9 93 
Les ennemis du fort bien eslognez, 
Par chariots conduict le bastion. 
Par sur les murs de Bourges esgrongnez 
Quand Hercules battra l'Haemathion                   RED - EMATHION 

 
The enemies very far from the fort,    (from outer space) 
The bastion brought by chariots:                         (Auriga) 
Above the walls of Bourges crumbled, 
When Hercules the (Red) Macedonian will strike 

EMATHION: A son of Tithonus and Eos, and a brother of Memnon. (Hes. Theog. 985.) He was king of Arabia, and was slain by Heracles.  

Hercules'Haemathion   LAUNCH HAMES THEORY;   THE HEROES AIM LAUNCH  ~  HUMANS LIE EACH OTHER …UNHEALTHIER  ASH COME  

Bourges RUE BOGS…BROGUES : a strong accent or dialect 

  10 27 
Par le cinquième et un grand Hercules.     HER CLUES SEE LURCH 

Viendront le temple ouvrir de main bellique, CERES  Sirius HUL ship 

Un Clement, Yule (Iule) et Ascans recules, 

L'espe, clef, aigle, n'eurent onc si grand picque 

 
Through the fifth one (Earth) and one great Hercules    (Hero) 
Will come to open the temple of warlike Leo                (Sphinx) 
Clement, Julius (July) and Ascanius  one set back  
The sword, key, eagle, never was there such a great animosity. 

Ascanius:   son of the hero Aeneas and the traditional founder of Alba Longa (tall white). Sword/Orion. Key/keystone Pomifer/Hero. Eagle /Anu 

10.27  
And great Hercules (Ogmios) by the fifth one  
They will come to open the temple by hand of war: 
One Clement, Julius and Ascanius set back, 
The sword (Orion), key (Hercules), eagle (Anu),  
never was there such a great animosity.  

CLEMENTIULEASCANS = SEMANTICS is the study of meaning LANE CLUE 
(orbit)      luminescence atlas (solar flares).                    Inculcate   = teaching  
nameless  (Anu) let camels (Muslim) nuisance male lunatics scene.   
One clement Yule & NASA Sc. set back  
ONE CLEMENT YULE & CASA (home) N-S      SS can A (Caan and Abel)        

 

10  72 
L'an mil neuf cens nonante neuf sept mois            (conception date) 
Du ciel viendra un grand Roi deffraieur:  
Resusciter le grand Roi d'Angolmois,                 Mongol  is  a  roid 
Avant que Mars regner par bon-heur. 

Codes within codes  ROI D'ANGOLMOIS  
MONGOL’S   DAI   MONGOLIA’S   ROI   (king) ~ 
was Genghis Khan 
NOTE: CLONES WOULD NOT HAVE A SOUL! 
This “boy” will be the third Antichrist, and may 
become the leader of the Chinese 

King is Cepheus constellation – by all accounts a reptilian race 

The year 1999, seventh month ,           in  2013 he will be 12 or 13 
From the sky will come a great King of fear:      alien hybrid breeder 
To bring back to life the great King of the Mongols        (cloned) 
Before and after (his conception) Mars reigns by good luck 
 

Saying this is before the orbits changed with Mars still in normal place 

In the quatrains, Roy (Roi) with a capital “R” is referring to Cepheus the King constellation. With a lower case “r” it is a local king. Notice 
the word “resusciter” with one “s” where it is spelt ‘ressusciter’ normally. To have had a “spare” “s” left over could have been 

disastrous, as that is a major date within the Hidden Texts – that of the Celtic Willow (and Owl) being April 15 – May 12. Commonly 
Easter falls within these dates and Easter is a date the Anun.nakim cannot resist. By not having the word spelt correctly, the date is not 
included and does not apply.   Bon (good/ normal) heur (luck/ hours) regarding the cloning from DNA of a deceased adult (to keep in 
mind the word “adult” and not “child”) – part of the cloned sheep Dolly’s problem was that she was made from adult cells! So, while a 
cloned Genghis Khan may be only 12 years old in 2013, he was generated from already mature   cells!  SIXTY FIVE YEAR OLD CELLS 
 

1 4  4 Sera regie en plus grand detriment 
Trigrams (the Chinese) DETRIMENT   
REGERMINATES  ERMINE  EASTERNER  

MEN  TRIED   EPIGENE  (found underground?) 
RAREST ARREST – TRIM (Earth)  PLUNGES  DAN             

GOVERNED  TO  ITS  GREATEST  DETRIMENT  (the Earth) 
ERMINE EASTERNER: Chingis Ghan aka Genghis Khan 10 72 
EPIGENE: could have both meanings here. Have the Chinese 
found the grave of Genghis Khan and cloned him?   
DAN is in Scorpio  

1 4  4 Definition: “1. An epigenetic trait is a stably heritable phenotype resulting from changes in a chromosome without alterations 
in the DNA sequence.  2. Formed, originating, or occurring on or just below the surface of the earth”.   

A trigram may also refer to Ba gua, a philosophical concept in ancient China. It may also refer to a three-letter acronym. (C.I.A.)? 

 6 54 
Au poinct du jour au second chant du coq 
Ceulx de Tunes, de Fez, et de Bugie: 

Par les Arabes captif le Roi Maroq 
L'an mil six cens et sept, de Liturgie         
 

 

At the timing of the second French journal (the hidden texts) 

Those tunes (verses) “IS GIFT ENSUE ZEBU”   (bos indicus*) 

Moroccan king captive of Arabs              (a line hiding a clue) 

Liturgie=GUILTIER year 2065      (IT U.ranite RIGEL = Orion) 
1607/2065      (add 458(AD) the year “O” first published. **) 
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2065 is the year of WORMWOOD in the Hidden Texts (“SEVENTH DECADE YEAR OF THE COQ” in another line) 

*bos indicus – Mantric mentor of Nostradamus from Taurus/Pleiades 
**In the quatrains it is 325(AD the year the Nicaean Council collated the Bible) to add, but in the hidden texts it is 
458AD.  Interesting; that it is 325 years that was removed by king Otto in 675AD. He wanted to be crowned in the 
year 1,000, so he simply made it the year 1,000. Dr Hans Ulricht Niemitz is saying that in fact 1582 was really 1257AD 
 

6 54 Line 3 ARABESROIMAROQ 
ARM: IO R Q BOREAS: Arm means the king Cepheus (reptilians) orbit the North, so they would be the ‘dreaded Hanix of the 
north’ (Aquilon being north) and seem to be responsible for genetic engineering the “king of fear” (Genghis Khan of 10 72) 
IO (moon where they stay) R (means Draco) Io is mentioned many times as a camp or base. 
 

10 79 
Les vieux chemins seront tous embelis,     
L’on passera à Memphis somentree:               SEMI MPH (HALF A MPH 
Le grand Mercure d'Hercules fleur de lis,         RULE SCHEME RECUR 
Faisant trembler terre, mer & contree 

 
The old pathways (orbits)  will all be improved, 
One will proceed on them to the modern Memphis: 
The great Mercurial Hercules fleur-de-lis                (Anu flower of fire 
Will cause lands, sea and country to tremble. 

MercureHercules  = SECURE  MERE  LURCH (to move the Earth)  HELM  RESCUE  RECUR.  CHE (Che-rub) RE RESUME CURL 

FROM THE EPISTLE to HENRI 
The said reign of the Antichrist will last only to the death of him who was born at the beginning of the age* and of the other one  
of Lyon, associated with the elected one of the House of Modena and of Ferrara, maintained by the Adriatic Ligurians and the 
proximity of great Sicily. Then the Great St. Bernard will be passed.                                  *conceived in 1999 – see 10 72 
 
The Gallic (Rod) Ogmios (Herculis) will be accompanied by so great a number that the Empire of his great law will extend very far. 
For some time thereafter the blood of the Innocent will be shed profusely by the recently elevated guilty ones. Then, because of 
great floods, the memory of things contained in these instruments will suffer incalculable loss, even letters. This will happen to the 
"Aquiloners" [the Northerners] by the will of God. Once again Satan will be bound, universal peace will be established among men 
H096  Aquilon, war and religious persecutions 
The Gallic Ogmios will be accompanied by so great a number that the Empire of his great law will extend very far.  
For some time thereafter the blood of the Innocent will be shed profusely by the recently elevated guilty ones.  
Then, because of great floods, the memory of things contained in these instruments will suffer incalculable loss, even letters.  
This will happen to the "Aquiloners"  
 

Ogmios 
Gaulish deity of eloquence, possibly of the underworld 
Text Source 
Lucian says Ogmios is equated to Herakles by the Gauls, who depicted him in a painting as an extremely old man with burned skin, 
with Herakles' attributes of the Nemian lion skin, a club, and a bow and arrow, with a chain from his tongue to the ears of several 
followers, attesting to his eloquence. His dark, sunburned face causes Lucian to compare Ogmios to Charon and Iapetus--gods of 
the underworld. 
Inscriptions 

 CIL XIII, 11295 (Durocotorum, now Reims, France): Ogl(aio?) Aug(usto) sac(rum) / Ateuritus / seplas(iarius) / v(otum) 
s(olvit) l(ibens) m(erito). 

The CIL notes that Ogl[aio] may be a mistake for Ogm[io], but this is only conjecture. 

 Lost defixio at Bregenz, Austria (Brigantia in Roman times): links Ogmios with Dis Pater and Aeracura, implying that he 
was an underworld deity. A still-extant curse tablet features a woman curses her lover, telling him to go to Ogmios. 

Pottery Source--a Sun god? 
Ross mentions a pottery shard found at Rutupiae (Richborough, Kent) which features a figure with long curling hair and rays 
proceeding from his head, holding a whip (which she identifies with Sol Invictus), with the name Ogmia.  
However, the connection to the sun may not mean Ogmios (or Ogmia) is identified as a sun god, but refers back to his 
"sunburned" face.             HE IS RED 
God of the Underworld/Ancestor God 
Ogmios' identification as a god of the underworld is based on several attributes: 

 his identification with Dis Pater and Aeracura 
 the woman's curse sending her lover to Ogmios 
 Lucian's comparison with Charon (ferryman of the dead) and Iapetus (Titan of Tartarus) 

 His burned skin may be connected to his association with the West and sunset (and often the location of the land of the 
dead) (Zeidler, 6) 

Two of the above features point to Ogmios' role as an ancestor god: 

http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/devixio.html
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 Identified with Dis Pater, whom Caesar tells us was seen by the Gauls as their ultimate ancestor (BG VI.18). There is an 
interesting parallel with Donn, the ancestor of the Irish, who rules Tech nDuinn the island of the dead to the southwest of 
Ireland. 

 Identified with Hercules, whom Greek myth made the ancestor of the Celts  
 

Connections to other figures 
The attributes of eloquence and strength point to a clear analogue with the Irish figure Ogma, champion of the Tuatha Dé 
Danann and inventor of the Ogham alphabet. There is also a linguistic connection between Ogmios and the Welsh Eufydd ap Dôn; 
Birkhan gives the progression of Ogomios/Ogumios < Ogmios < Oumid < Euuyd < Eufydd. He may also be connected to Hefydd 
Hen (spelled Heueyd Hen in the manuscripts), father of Rhiannon, whose epithet hen means "old"--again, connecting to Ogmios' 
depiction as aged. 
Another connection is found with the aforementioned Donn. Zeidler notes 

 Donn's name means "dark" or "brown"--like Ogmios' face 
 Donn is ancestor of the Irish 
 Donn is a skilled warrior 

However, unlike Ogmios (or Ogma for that matter), Donn is not associated with eloquence. In fact, it is the opposite--he insults 
Ériu, which causes the Milesians to retreat. 
Another Irish figure similar to Ogmios is Fénius Farsaid, whom the Auraicept na nÉces says was an ancestor of the Gaedil, going 
back further than the Milesians. Fénius is described as the inventor of both ogam(!)and Gaelic.  
SOURCES 
Anwyl, E. "The Four Branches of the Mabinogi" Zeitschrift für celtische Philologie. band II. Max Niemeyer: London, 1899. p 133 
Birkhan, Helmut. "Ogmios". Celtic Culture: a Historical Encyclopedia. edited by John Koch. p. 1393. 
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum. vol. XIII. 
Lucian. The Works Of Lucian Of Samosata: Complete With Exceptions Specified In The Preface. Vol.III. Translated By H. W. Fowler 
And F. G. Fowler. Oxford University Press, 1905. From Project Gutenberg. 
Rhys, John. "All around the Wrekin" Y Cymmrodor. vol. XXI. 1908. p 62. 
Ross, Ann. Pagan Celtic Britain. Chicago: Academy Chicago Publishers, 1967. pg 477. 
Zeidler, J. "Ancient and Medieval Celtic Myths of Origin". from the 17th Irish Conference of Medievalists, 2003.  
URL: www-alt.uni-trier.de/uni/fb2/philologie/17icm.pdf 
 

The Otherworld 
The land of the sidhe / Tuatha Dé Danann / Children of Don / Children of Llyr. That is, the home of the supernatural figures 
alternately called gods and faeries. 
The designation of this land as "the otherworld" might be due to the etymology of the word Annwfn, one of the Welsh names for 
the place: 
an- (intensifying prefix) + dwfn: deep = "The Very-Deep Place" 
an- (negating prefix) + dwfn: world = "The Not-World" 
In other words, we are dealing with a place which is deep in the earth, but not what we think of as the underworld, i.e. the land of 
the dead (called Uffern in later Welsh). The pagan Celts--and modern druids--believed in reincarnation, and so there was no real 
"land of the dead" per se, and especially no "god of the dead" despite the claims of Julius Caesar that the Celts say they are 
descended of Dis Pater. Only later, in the manuscripts, are we told of Tech Duinn as the home of the dead. 
In Celtic mythology, it seems that the Otherworld can be divided into two realms (using Irish terms): the sidhe and Hy-Breasil. 
Sídhe 
The sídhe, while generally used as a collective term for the gods or faeries, originally referred to the long barrows, the hollow hills 
that the Tuatha Dé Danann [THESE ARE THE ANUN.NAKI]  inhabited. 
According to Irish myth, the Tuatha Dé Danann were driven into the hills--literally, sídhe--after being defeated by the Milesians, the 
modern Irish. They sought refuge inside the hills, and through the wisdom of Manannan mac Lír, divided up into separate 
kingdoms, with one high king over the various sidhe--this king was Bodb Derg, much to the anger of Lír. The most famous of these 
sídhe were Brú na Bóinne and Temhair in Meath. 
What must be remembered, though, is that these hills are in fact Neolithic structures--burial mounds. While the early history of 
Ireland is somewhat murky, let's propose an idea, one which has been floated around before. Could the Irish have known the 
function of the sídhe? Could the worship of these gods/faeries who inhabit the sidhe be a form of ancestor worship? It's unknown, 
and purely speculation. 
The sidhe also exists in Welsh tradition. It is referred to as a gorsedd, meaning "seat", tor meaning "hill" or "tower", and "Caer 
Siddi" in the poems of Taliesin. For instance, there is the Gorsedd Arbeth, where Pwyll pen Annwfn first sees Rhiannon, and where 
later Pryderi causes an enchantment to fall on Dyfed. Then there is Glastonbury Tor, where according to one saints' life--that of 
Saint Collen--Gwynn ap Nudd rules over the Tylwyth Teg. Giraldus Cambriensis records the story of Elidur, a priest who lived with 
the "Good People" as a child, after finding their home in the side of a hill. Interestingly, Giraldus claims that they spoke Greekwhich 
would back up certain claims of descendence from the Greeks and Trojans, a common theme in some of the early histories  
 

http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/dis.htm
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/donn.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/ogma.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/tuathadedanann.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/tuathadedanann.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/eufyd.html
http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/6829
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/www-alt.uni-trier.de/uni/fb2/philologie/17icm.pdf
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/donn.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/taliesin1.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/gorseddarberth.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/pryderi.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/tylwyth.html
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Then there is Caer Siddi, mentioned in the poems of Taliesin: 
Save only seven 
None returned from Caer Siddi. 
--"The Spoils of Annwn" 
Perfect is my seat in Caer Siddi Manawyd and Pryderi know it. 
--"Song Before the Sons of Llyr" 
While the word siddi is a borrowing from the Irish sídhe, it should be noted that this actually seems to refer to an Otherworld 
island; for that, see below under Hy Breasil. 
It should be noted that in Welsh literature there isn't a firm tradition of sidhe as a home to the gods, as there is in Irish literature. 
Figures like Gwydion, Arian.rhod, and Bendigedfran do not live in the hollow hills; it is the home to "lesser" supernatural beings 
who have not been rationalized into kings and queens. 
While Annwn/Annwfn--the Otherworld as ruled by Arawn--isn't specifically said to be inside a hill, it is likely that that is the case in 
the earliest version of the story. In alternate tales, when Annwfn is ruled by Gwyn ap Nudd, entrance is gained through 
Glastonbury Tor (see "St. Collen and Gwyn ap Nudd"). 
Now, when a human finds his way into these sidhe, it is usually on one of the "Fire Festivals":  
Samhain, Imbolc, Beltane, and Lughnassadh. On these days--but especially Samhain and Beltane--the doors on the hills would open 
and the faeries would walk about the realm of men.  
There are numerous stories, both literary (such as those dealing with Fionn mac Cumhill) and folklore (too numerous to mention) 
wherein the hero witnesses the faeries leaving and entering the hollow hills on these days, participating on combat on these days, 
and so on. This method seems to be discouraged by the faeries--this is their time, and the human who stumbles upon them is often 
punished in some form. 
The other method of finding a way into the sidhe was to be lost: caught up in a magical fog--such as when Conn Céad Cathachand 
his men were caught, and found themselves at the house of Lugh Lamhfada, or lost in the woods, such as when Pwyll ran into 
Arawn while hunting. This is usually a case of being selected by the god for a special reason--kingship, or switching roles for a duel. 
In these instances, the hero is (eventually) rewarded for his deeds. 
What is most important about the sídhe is that while it is supernatural, ruled by gods, it is very much like our world--there are 
wars, jealousy, betrayals. It is as full as strife as our world, and often this strife bleeds over into our world. 
Hy Breasil 
The term Hy Breasil (and its various spellings) refers to the Blessed Isles of legend. Until the modern era (well into the age of 
exploration), maps would often have an island of "Brasil" or "Breasil" out in the Atlantic. The idea of islands out to the west is, of 
course, half based in fact and half based in myth: the Hesperides and Hy Breasil could just as easily be the Azores and the Faroe 
Islands. So it is no surprise that the Celts had islands in their Otherworld; it is important to notice, though, that they differ with 
the sidhe in both their governance and their reachability. 
BRASIL MEANS “IRON PYRITES” (where the word brass derived) and COPPER ONCE THE MAIN EXPORT OF BRAZIL 

This brass plate contains detailed engravings.  
The engravings are of a high quality and represent a calendar of the ancients.  
The centre represents various periods throughout history and the future and has 
numerical significance with the markings contained within certain angular ratios. 
The plate is interesting because it is one of the few brass artifacts found from this 
ancient civilization and this indicates part of the plate’s special purpose as a tool. It is 
part of an ancient timekeeping mechanism and allows one to interpret the data in that 
hidden sepulchre. In 1944,  a ten year old boy, Newton Anderson dropped a lump of coal 
and broke it in half in his basement and found that it contained this bell inside.  
The bituminous coal that was mined near his house in Upshur County West Virginia is 
supposed to be about 300 million years old! What is a brass bell with an iron clapper 
doing in coal ascribed to the Carboniferous Period?  
 

According to Irish (and occasionally in Welsh) mythology, the islands lie "beyond the ninth wave." Now, the reason for this is likely 
bound up with their fondness for the number three--nine, of course, is 3 x 3--a square of three, probably representing perfection 
(this is just speculation). The Otherworld islands are lands of peace and eternal life, unlike the sidhe: 
Without grief, without sorrow, without death, 
Without any sickness, without debility, 
That is the sign of Emain--Uncommon is an equal marvel. 
--The Voyage of Bran 
In Irish myth, these islands are ruled by Manannan mac Lír. Now, Manannan, while a god, is not really one of the Tuatha Dé 
Danann. He has no pedigree with them, but instead is descended of Ler, "the sea" about whom little is known, though he is the 
later basis of Shakespeare's King Lear. And so, as the isles are not ruled by the TDD, they are peaceful, not centred on the inter-
tribal warfare of the sidhe. They are also extremely difficult to access. One only reaches these islands through the invitation of 
Manannan or his daughters. This process is usually termed an echtrae. 

http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/ctexts/t30.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/ctexts/t11.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/otherworld.html#hy
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/gwydion.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/gwydion.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/bran.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/annwn.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/arawn.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/ctexts/collen.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/samhain.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/imbolc.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/beltane.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/lughnassadh.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/fionn.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/conn.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/lugh.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/pwyll.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/ctexts/bran.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/manannan.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/ler.html
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In The Voyage of Bran and in other Irish texts, we are given several names for the Otherworld Islands: (Planets) 
Emhain Abhlach:  Plain of Apples 
Mag Réin (Auriga? 
Mag Mon (Aquarius 
Inis Subai:  Isle of Joy 
Tír na mBean: the Land of Women 

Tìr fo Thonn: the Land Beneath the Wave 
Tìr Tairnigir: the Land of Promise 
Tír na nOg: the Land of Youth 
Hy Breasil / Hy-Brazil / Hi Brasil: Most Best Place (?)  
(Brasil means copper 

The Voyage of Máel Dúin (though a Christian imram) lists some forty islands, while The Voyage of Saint Brendan lists still more 
islands; both texts are similar to the early, pagan echtrae in their descriptions of these islands. 
 

For a human to come to these islands was, except in certain circumstances, to be there for eternity. Connla and Oisín were chosen 
by love stricken daughters of Manannan. While Connla was never seen again, Oisín foolishly decided to return to Ireland to see his 
family again; he found that hundreds of years had passed in the interim. Moreover, once he dismounted from his enchanted white 
horse and set foot on the soil, those hundreds of years caught up with Oisín and he died. Similarly, Bran, after visiting the various 
islands mentioned above, returned to Ireland only to find that he had been away for hundreds of years; he sailed back out to sea, 
never seen again. 
More pleasant is the story of Cormac mac Airt, who was brought to the islands by Manannan so as to give him the cup of 
truthfulness and other magical items. Cormac was able to return home, as he had been invited there for a short time, not intended 
as a husband for one of the faeries. 
In Welsh myth, though the islands are less prominent, they do exist, more or less ruled by the enchanted head of Bendigedfran ap 
Llyr, brother of Manawyddan (the Welsh Manannan).  
Here there is no aging, no death, great feasts, and the ability to forget all pain. According to Branwen uerch Llyr, he and his 
companions stayed on Gwales (an unidentified island) for eighty years in this state, before one of them broke the enchantment by 
opening a forbidden door. 
In some medieval Welsh traditions, Myrddin (Merlin) gathered the Thirteen Treasures of Britain and housed them on his  
"Isle of Glass." 
In The Book of Taliesin there is the poem "The Spoils of Annwn" which recounts an unsuccessful attempt of Arthur to raid the 

Otherworld islands  in search of a magic cauldron. In it, he lists what seem to be eight islands, with a fort on each island: 
 

And finally, one cannot write of Otherworld islands without mentioning Avalon, Ynys Afallach in Welsh. Originally ruled by Afallach 
son of Nudd with his daughter Modron, later medieval versions have it ruled by Brons (Bendigedfran ap Llyr) or Pelles (Pwyll). It is 
where King Arthur was taken by Morgan le Fay (Modron?) to be healed of his wounds after the battle of Camlann; it is also said to 
be where the Holy Grail resides.  
(Oak Island – the Money Pit)  
 

One of the most recognized symbols of the Otherworld Islands is the apple. Like the name of Avalon (from afal "apple") to the 
Silver Branch of Manannan, which is carried by visitors from the islands when luring away the hero, it is a familiar symbol, with 
counterparts in the Greek Hesperides, the Norse Apples of Youth, and the Judeo-Christian Fruit of the Tree of Life. 
The Axis Mundi 
Finally, I have read about a tradition of "The Stone of the Tree"--the Cloch a Bhile--located at Lough Gur, Co. Limerick. The Cloch a 
Bhile itself is a large stone (it looks like a tree trunk) which is said to represent a tree growing at the bottom of Lough Gur. At this 
tree, one could access the Otherworld. It was under the protection of Aine Clí and her son Gearoid Iarla. Nearby, there is still a 
stone circle, reportedly the largest in Ireland. Were one to climb the branches of this tree, they could access all parts of the 
Otherworld. 
This tradition has the rather obvious analogy of Yggdrasil--the World Ash Tree of Norse tradition, as well as calling to mind the 
Tree of Life in other traditions. It also is reminiscent of the Silver Branch of Manannan, mentioned above, as a symbol of Hy Breasil. 
(Brazil)  The tree was certainly important to the pagan Celts, as evidenced by the druids, who met in nematona--sacred groves--
instead of temples. (Temples may have been a later Roman import, but I'm merely speculating about that.) 

 
White Horse of Uffington (Sagittarius and Corona Australis constellations)a date 
Neolithic art. 
The White Horse is a figure cut into the chalky landscape of Uffington, near Ridgeway (i.e. between Oxford and Bath).  
 

However, local folklore apparently holds this to be a depiction of the dragon slain by St. George on nearby Dragon Hill. 
This is unlikely, since that event is supposed to have taken place in Egypt. 
The White Stag (Orion constellation) 
The white stag is a familiar creature of myth and legend. Its origins are likely in the totemic period of early Indo-
European society, particularly the northern societies of the Celts and pre-Indo-European cultures, whose subsistence was 

http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/immram.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/jce/oisin.html
http://www.maryjones/us/ctexts/cormac4.html
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http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/ctexts/13.html
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/ctexts/llyfrtaliesin.html
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gained not only through agriculture, but through hunting.1 This dependence on deer may be seen in the zoomorphic 
Celtic god Cernunnos, depicted as being a man with the antlers of a deer. 
The white stag in Celtic myth is an indicator that the Otherworld is near. It appears when one is transgressing a taboo--
such as when Pwyll trespassed into Arawn's hunting grounds, or when Peredur entered the Castle of Wonders in his 
second adventure at the house of the Lame King. It also appears as an impetus to quest--the white stag or hart often 
appears in the forests around King Arthur's court, sending the knights off on to adventure against gods and fairies. (C. 
S. Lewis uses this device at both the beginning and end of The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe.2) 
It also appears in French romance and lais as a similar indicator, such as in the lais of Marie de France, when Guigemar 
happens upon the strange sight of a white doe with antlers. He wounds the strange, hermaphroditic--note that word--
animal, which curses him to grow up and fall in love. 
It is also an important element of Hungarian mythology, which believed that a great white stag led the brothers Hunor 
and Magyar to settle in Scythia. Thus were established the Huns and Magyars. 
The first thing to examine is the colour: white is a symbol of purity, while also a symbol of otherworldliness.  
 

The white stag in Pwyll penduc Dyfed has a white body with red ears--the typical colours of otherworld creatures  

It is also associated with the sun; in Christian iconography, the stag appears with the sun between its horns. Earlier gods 
associated with the stag were also nature deities: Cernunnos, Fionn, Gwynn ap Nudd. Santa Claus--that half-memory of 
Odin/Thor--is drawn by eight reindeer--who may or may not be white.  
(If they live at the North Pole, they most likely are ;-) 
The deer, finally, was a source of life, an important resource for early man. 
Ultimately, the white stag is not only a creature of the gods, but is a god himself, symbolizing the creative life force of 
the universe--sex, life, and also death                                                             From CELTIC ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

 
 
HERCULES  Constellation– RAS ALGETHI  [Alpha Herculi] 
OGMIOS in the “face value” quatreins 
also called Alpha Herculis red supergiant star, whose diameter is probably larger than the orbit of the Earth. It lies in the 
constellation Hercules and is of about third magnitude, its brightness varying. The name comes from an Arabic phrase 
meaning “the kneeler's head,” referring to the Arabic name of the constellation. 
Copyright © 1994-2002 Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc._ 
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Here is a much ignored vignette 
The sword is Orion (source of the MENOLEA) – at the bottom 
The asp or serpent is probably those from the “fleeing snake/serpent”   Hydra 
- not far from Leo constellation   The Dove is always Pleiades (or 
Nostradamus). 
In the dove’s mouth is the problem.  
Yes, it is a branch, with three limbs which usually means a triad 
If  this Branch is Ramus Pomifer (apple) Branch of the Hero Hercules,        
it means there are Plejarens in league with those from Hercules  
The implication here is that Hercules the Hero is part of the triad. 
The Cyan blue has an intention too – last time it was used it was  
the date of March 11, or it could simply mean “in the daytime” 

 
I have made a few errors over the last four years, and here is one of them. 
 

The animal here is clearly a tortoise, a land walking creature without 
flippers. The Tortoise was Lyra Vega (where the turtle is in Pisces). The 
intention here is that Vega/Lyra seems to be “walking away” or being sent 
by the coronet of the Prince (of Dark Men – Sirius) – it looks like an attack 
by two triad members 
Some people might call the organ a heart, which would mean Leo or the 
Earth. 
If it is a liver – there is an Alchemye List cipher here. “Liver” is ruled by 
Sagittarius, Pisces and Virgo.   
However, Bile is a date, being  June 10 – July 7 
 

The Fleur de Lis (triad member) are five in number – but there are six 
(SEXE) coming, the abdicator is Argo (Soheil, the Golden Oar League) 
The directions they are all pointing has meaning – and mostly seems away 
from the Prince 
Note also that it is in the daytime 

 
 

 

 
The Haruspex (auspex/auspices) a bronze sheep’s  liver of divination  

Used by the Etruscans and said in myth that this knowledge was given to them by Tarchon 

 
EXCERPTS FROM THE LOST BOOK OF ENKI ~  
 

*Allah had use of the GATEWAY TO HEAVEN – a stage gate, so he was able to travel in time.  

The fate of Nibiru is in my hands; to my conditions you must give heed! 
Those were the words of Alalu, (Allah) from dark-hued Earth to Nibiru they were by the Speaker beamed. 
When the words of Alalu to Anu, the king, were conveyed, 
Anu astounded was; astounded were the counsellors, amazed were the sages. 
Ala.lu is not dead? they each other asked. [Allah had been sent to Mars where he had been found dead*] 
The words from Nibiru they did not come; but from beyond the Hammered Bracelet  (Main asteroid belt?)  
 were they spoken, (from Mars) 
Anu the king, to you his greetings sends; of your well-being to learn he is pleased; 
For your departing from Nibiru there was no reason, enmity is not in Anu's heart; 
If gold for salvation you have indeed discovered, let Nibiru be saved! 
Could indeed he on another world be living? they with on Earth, the seventh planet, is his asylum! 
Now this is the account of the journey to the seventh planet… 

And how the legend of the Fishgod who came from the waters was begun…  Disbelief they were saying. 
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Toward the heavenly An, the third in planetary counts, the chariot continued. (Uranus) 
On its side was An lying, its host of moons about him whirling. 
To continue the journey was Ea saying, toward Anshar, the heaven's foremost prince, he was directing. 
Soon the ensnaring pull of Anshar they could tell, its coloured rings with fear they admired. 
Deftly did pilot Anzu the chariot guide, the crushing dangers he cleverly avoided. 
The giant Kishar, foremost of firm planets, was next to be encountered. 
Beyond the fifth (Jupiter) planet the Hammered Bracelet (Main asteroid belt) was lurking! 
Having the Chariot thus slowed clown, toward the seventh planet Anzu the chariot directed. 
Once, twice the Earth's globe he made the chariot circle, ever closer to the Firm Land he lowered it. 
Snow hued was two thirds of the planet, dark hued was its middle. 
They could see the oceans, they could see the Firm Lands; for the signal beacon from Ala.lu they were searching. 
Anzu to heroes commands uttered, their Fishes' suits to put on he ordered. 
Now this is the account of how Eridu on Earth was established, how the count of seven days was begun. 

ENKI/EA was ALA.LU’s (Allah’s) father in law 
In the clean place Ningishzidda to Ninmah the life-essence secrets was explaining, 
How the essence from two kinds combined can be, he to her was showing. 
The creatures in the tree cages are too odd, monstrous they are! Ninmah was saying. 
Indeed so! Enki responded. To attain perfection, for that you are needed! 
In our image and after our likeness to be, perchance an Anunnaki womb is required! 
Adamu I shall call him! Ninmah was saying. One Who Like Earth's Clay Is, ADAM BORN OF CLAY 
that will be his name! 
In Shurubak, in the House of Healing, the essences of Adamu and Ti-Amat were contemplated, 
With the life essence of Anunnaki males and females they were compared. 
Like two entwined serpents Ningishzidda the essences (DNA) separated, 
Arranged like twenty-two branches on a Tree of Life were the essences, 
Their bits were comparable, the images and likenesses they properly determined. 
Twenty-two they were in number; the ability to procreate they did not include! 
Another two bits of the essence in the Anunnaki present Ningishzidda (Hermes/Thoth) to the others showed. 
From the rib of Enki the life essence he extracted, 
Into the rib of Adamu the life essence of Enki he inserted; 
From the rib of Ninmah the life essence he extracted, 
Into the rib of Ti-Amat the life essence he inserted. 
Where the incisions were made, the flesh thereon he closed up. 
Then the four of them by Ningishzidda were awakened. It is done! he proudly declared. 
To their Tree of Life two branches have been added, 
With procreating power, their life essences are now entwined! One male, one female 
The branch of Long Living, to their essence tree was not added! 
Then let them be where they are needed! Enlil (the YHWH) with anger said. 
To the Abzu, away from the Edin, let them be expelled! 
In the heavens the family of the Sun were taking stations, 
The celestials of whom Earth is the seventh in a row were choosing places. 
In the heavens Nibiru was approaching, the Sun's abode it was nearing. 
Of the seven, in a row arraigned, [THE PLANETS FROM OUTSIDE IN] was by [red dwarf]  Nibiru distracted 
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The little owl seated in 
the empty wheel of 
ages means it is a 
date, two dates …  
May 13 -  June 9 and 
October 28 – 
November 24 
On the right is 
Stonehenge with what 
appears to be orbits of 
the inner planets in 
the golden ratio 
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MOVING THE EARTH: above, the numerals read Pi 
BELOW … SOLAR  FLARES ? 
BOTTOM RIGHT EARTH AND MOON SEPARATED  

 

 

 
 
 
Two more erratum:  
1)Naming Canis Minor as the North Polestar when it is in fact URSA MINOR 
2)The word SALIENT means the MOST IMPORTANT 

 
Take note – if you have been having trouble getting on to the Hidden Texts web site, try the new website: 

 
at: www.hiddentext ofnostradamus.com 

 

which continues on from 

 

www.hiddentextofnostradamus.com 

 

 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
http://www.hiddentextofnostradamus.com/
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5 34  GYRONNE: ON, (Anu) N (Erid.anu) GREY IO S.B. (both are Ursa Majorites/Marcabian) – BOILS N.Y. NEGRO  
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Names in the Sign of Leo 

Psa 91:13  the treading under foot  Isa 32:20  lgr 

Psa 50:2    — Zosma, the shining forth  sparkled  Eze 1:7  Cc 

Matt 24:27    — Sarcam, the joining  
wrapped  
together  

Job 
40:17  

gr# 

   
Arab., Minchir al Asad, the punishing, tearing, of the lion, 
(piercing)  

Job 
30:17  

rqn 

Isa 2:11    — the exaltation  
Eze 

17:24  
hbg 

Enoch in  
Jude 14  

the judge or lord who cometh 
quickly  

Lord  
Psa 

110:1  
Nd 

hasty  Eccl 7:9  lhb 

   

  — Deneb. Aleced, the judge cometh, who 
seizes  

judge  Psa 50:4  Nd 

catch  Psa 35:8  dkl 

  — Arab. Al Dafera, the enemy put down  
thrust 
down  

Job 
32:13  

hpd 

First Decan HYDRA, The Serpent  

Rev 
20:2,3,10  

Heb., Hydra, he is the abhorred  Isa 66:24  Nw)rd 

   

, the separated  Prov 
19:4  

drp 

  — Al Drian, the abhorred  Isa 66:24  Nw)rd 

  — Minchir al Sugia, piercing of the deceiver  

Job 
30:17  

rqn 

Job 
12:16  

w# 

Second Decan of Leo is CRATER, The Cup from August 2nd to the 11th 

Psa 75:8  
Rev 16:19  

Heb. and Arab., Al Ches, the cup. Also reckoned in Hydra  
Psa 75:8  sk 

Matt 26:39   Isa 51:17    

Miss Frances Rolleston Mazzaroth-Mizraim 

Third Decan is Corvus the crow  
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(Revelation Chapter 6) 

Then you will see Orion’s other sons Canus Major and Canus Minor. (Orion has two other sons from previous marriages to gentile 

women). Notice too that Monoceros (Unicorn)  appears with Canus Minor. (Canus Minor becomes Monoceros) 

After that when Cancer* appears (the assembling of the Elect to Eliyah) look to the west and you will see Aquarius pour out his water. 

And the Final chapter, you will see Leo the Lion (of the tribe of Judah) rising in the east, pouncing on Hydra the Serpent (the Beast 

who’s deadly wound was healed, the First Beast). You will then see Crater (the cup of the indignation of his wrath) on the back of 

Hydra, and at the end of Hydra’s tail (his final end) you will see Corvus (the flesh eating birds of Armageddon) 

When you see Leo appear in the east, look to the west and you will see Cetus (Behemoth) and Pisces the Fish (Leviathan) fall to the 

ground together (The day of the Earthquake Orion broke the bands that bind Pisces the fish together and the Elect have already fled to 

Eliyah). Woe to those that remain behind, they will drink from the same cup as the wicked. 

*Cancer in which is Ursa Major the Marcabian, with whom the U.S. Military had several treaties for ‘trade in men’& cattle mutilation 

In the beginning God (Elohim) created the heaven and the earth. Notice the last letter of Elohim is Mem. Look it up in the 

oldest Hebrew dictionary you can find. Mem can mean water but it also means “From”. The word Elohim should be 

translated “God – the- hand-from” or as we would say it “From the Hand of God”  

Our Father Eloim – Which Art in Heaven. Hand is obsolete for Leo, in this instance, Regulus. 

After the Elohim there is a Hebrew word they do not even bother to translate. Aleph-Tav. They are the first and the last letters 

of the Hebrew Alphabet. In Greek the first and last letters are Alpha and Omega. 

From this first sentence I know that the blind are leading the blind. They do not know God, neither have they heard his voice 

at any time. That is why I said the blind leading the blind.  

Their end is destruction, their time is at an end, so do not follow them. 

Here I will give you a clue about how judgment will begin. 

Did you ever stand out on a cold winter night and see how that when Orion rises in the east, Aquila the Eagle falls to the 

ground in the west? and after that when Cancer appears how in the west Aquarius pours out his Water? Did you also notice 

that when Leo rises in the east pouncing on Hydra the Serpent, pouring out Crater the Cup on the back of the serpent, and 

bringing Corvus with him, how that in the west Pisces the Fish fall to the ground together and Cetus also with them? 

In the “queens chamber” of the great pyramid of Giza there are 2 “air shafts”. The one in the south points to the Brightest Star 

in the Heavens, the one born of the Virgin, Sirius/Ysus currently. It was once Coma 

 The one in the north points to the least of all the stars, the least of the flock, (Jeremiah chapters 49 and 50) aka Orion.  

Notice how the least of the flock overcomes Draco the Dragon (the second beast of Revelation). 

In the “kings chamber” of the great pyramid there are also 2 “air shafts”. The one in the north points to the north star who’s 

name means ridden on or “Return”. It is talking about the return of the one risen from the dead. The other” air shaft”, the one 

in the south is pointing to the third star in Orion’s belt, His youngest son Eliyah. 

The story ends with Leo the Lion of the tribe of Judah pouncing on Hydra the Serpent (the first beast of revelation). Pours out 

Crater (the cup of the indignation of His wrath) and the story ends with Corvus (the flesh eating birds of Armageddon) 

Charles Marcello 

Just a reminder from the Alchemye List of Nostradamus:  

ARM is obsolete for Cepheus and MAR.GID.DA is obsolete for Ursa Major. 

Join them as a team and you have ARM.MAR.GID.DA 
 
 
 
 
Continues… 
ALL THE HERO VIGNETTES 

ALL THE PAVO VIGNETTES  
AND THE LYRA/VULTURE  


